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Introduction: Rapidly evolving technologies for 

reading DNA sequences produced an overabundance 
of data, best viewed as the molecular structures of 
natural products that happen to be involved in inheri-
tance. While these are revolutionizing our under-
standing of the historical interrelationship of various 
forms of life on Earth and are supporting laboratory 
work, they have been a disappointment to those who 
expected them to tell us much about how life works.  

First, as for other natural products, chemical the-
ory is inadequate to infer most molecular behaviors 
from molecular structure and function, even for ge-
netic molecules. Further, as genomic databases have 
grown, the quality of their data has declined. Entire 
families of encoding genes are "false", created by 
error propagation of misassigned reading frames. 
Other error propagation is associated with annotation, 
where changing function within a set of homologous 
proteins makes it unwise to transfer experimental 
functional assignments from one protein to a ho-
molog that has not been studied experimentally. This 
all means that automated analysis without human 
intervention is less appropriate than it has ever been.  

Research. We have been developing  an artificial 
genetic system capable of Darwinian evolution based 
on a six-letter DNA alphabet (Fig. 1). This has the 
potential of becoming humankind's first "second ex-
ample" of life, should searches on Mars, on Titan, or 
around extrasolar planets fail to discover alien life 
quickly. Unfortunately, polymerases that have 
evolved for billions of years to take A, T, G, and C 
had difficulty accepting an artificially expanded ge-
netic alphabet. They also had difficulties accepting 
nucleoside analogs that are being developed to collect 
genomic data rapidly, as well as analogs that support 
"next generation" point of care diagnostics. 

This threefold problem in synthetic biology of-
fered us the opportunity to combine next generation 
tools to extract functional information from genomic 
sequence databases. Here, we recognize that patterns 
of amino acid replacement need not conform to sto-
chastic models and, to the extent that they do not, 
they contain information about fold and fuction (Fig. 
2). To this general analytical strategy, next generation 
bioinformatics tools draw on information from struc-
ture and natural history. 
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Fig. 1. An artificial synthetic biology genetic alphabet. 
 

This poster reports a story where these were com-
bined a "Reconstructed Evolutionary Adaptive Path" 
(REAP) analysis that used the evolutionary and func-
tional history of DNA polymerases to replace amino 
acids to give polymerases able to accept a new class 
of triphosphate substrates, those having their 3'-OH 
ends blocked as a 3'-ONH2 group (dNTP-ONH2). 
REAP analyzed non-stochastic patterns of replace-
ment to identify 35 sites where replacements might 
improve the ability of Taq to accept dNTP-ONH2's. A 
library of 93 Taq variants, each having replacements 
at three or four of these sites, held eight variants hav-
ing improved ability to accept dNTP-ONH2 sub-
strates. Two of these performed notably well. The 
second variant incorporated both dNTP-ONH2's and 
ddNTPs faithfully and efficiently. 

Further analysis produced polymerases that ac-
cept a six letter genetic alphabet. This is now fully 
able to support Darwinian evolution with DNA 
polymerases that enable six-letter PCR.  

Conclusion. Next generation bioinformatics tools 
are supporting the use of natural biological catalysts 
to support synthetic biology. We are close to creating 
a hybrid synthetic life form, combining parts from 
natural biology with parts from chemical imagination 
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AAAA VVVVAA VVVV VVVV AAVVAA AAVV

split (conserved but different) homoplasy (parallel, convergence)

VVAA RVQQVM VVMV

mutability similar in different families
(stationary covarion model)

mutability different in different families
(non-stationary covarion model)

VVVV AAQQVV MMRV

 
 

Fig. 2. Examples of non-stochastic amino acid replacement that conveys meaning about function and structure. These are the 
same kinds of patterns that were developed in the 1990's in the Benner laboratory to predict the folded structure of proteins from 
sequence data alone [4]. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Six letter PCR with an evolving artificial genetic information system. The heavy band at the right are artificial genetic 
"children" derived from 13 generations of PCR in artificial cells. 
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